Abstract
Abounding Interiors
by Alicia Hergenroeder

Within the history of the graphic plan, cell-based and wall-based plans comprise a dialectic of definition and
openness. A new type of architectural project whose formal legibility operates predominantly in the plan has
emerged and combines the logics of the cell and the wall. As a formal study, the abounding interior plan falls
into this third category, leveraging the open-ended wall and the celebrated object-room. As a result, both
implicit and literal forms define the abounding interior in which distinct formal configurations become legible
depending on a perceptual bias.
The design of the abounding interior posits that the plan drawing has value as a composition and as a
generative, perceptual device. In fact, the graphic plan can exceed its two-dimensional capacity and create an
architecture which upholds and elaborates that graphic character in a three-dimensional way.
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Introduction: A plan ethic explored

The architectural plan consists of highly calibrated elements that produce a particular compositional state.

The appeal and the instability of these plans emerges, in part, from the interaction of the shaped rooms in the

This research assesses and esteems plans principally for their graphic character. The investigation of the

two-dimensional drawing. A shape in plan establishes hierarchies, associations, and dissociations between

graphic exhausts the plan as a drawing that has perceptual qualities unto itself and considers it as a spatial,

the parts and the whole. To this end, the shape becomes fundamental to room definition. Due to its graphic

organizational environment directly corresponding with the volumetric, dimensional, and perceptual qualities

apprehensibility, a shape has the capacity to imply its own completion without the literal continuity of form,

of a built work.

inviting openness rather than total resolution.* Because definition and implication coexist, the plan is not
simply open but evasive in its presence. Evasive form is adaptable in use and in perception.

While the plan has a fundamentally graphic essence, it inevitably embodies formal and organizational
principles. It is a true depiction of the reality it begets, but the plan itself is present there in an entirely

This project takes on these issues of room definition, formal and organizational discreteness, and the

different capacity. Its compositional mechanisms are detectable, yet their total interaction does not register

multiplicity of readings and points of view in a plan. The plan is the basis of this formal exploration and

in perception with the same graphic essence as in the plan. An entity fundamental to the project but not

becomes the vehicle to test the impact of literal and implicit forms on the perception of that plan and on the

beheld in experience, the plan is substantially definitive and never present. As host to architecture’s literal

perception of its three-dimensional architecture.

and abstract explorations, the plan is a curiously robust drawing. It is imperative for architects to continue to
exploit the plan drawing as a site of compositional invention. Mining the plan for its formal and perceptual
capacities offers still another means for the discipline to enrich this pursuit and leverage its graphic expertise
beyond two dimensions.

Figure 1.1

Architectural projects whose formal legibilities operate predominantly in the plan represent a wide range of

Aires Mateus
House in Cadocos
Cadocos, Portugal, 2003

historical contexts and styles (see Figures 1.1-1.10). These projects gain the significance of their identities

Figure 1.2

Aires Mateus
Hotel en Biscaia
Biscaia, Portugal, 2005
Figure 1.3

Valerio Olgiati
National Park Centre
Zernez, Switzerland, 2010

through their graphic plans. These plans share an aesthetic immediacy characterized by both tension and
resonance between the elements that make up the whole. The rooms and the walls that inscribe them
are entangled in nuanced formal logics that reveal themselves through the careful study of the drawings.
Complexity at the scale of relationships between architectural elements exists as a layer within the overall
composition that gives way to its graphic immediacy. These overlays applied to the whole plan establish the
basis for perceptual exploration.

Figure 1.1

Figure 1.2

Figure 1.3

Figure 1.4

Within this type of plan, the definition of the room is the fundamental compositional and experiential concern.
Figure 1.4

Johnston Marklee
Chile House
Penco, Chile, 2011

The room is a device of containment and exclusion with a formal identity that allows it to create a world inside
itself. The individual particularities of the room lend each seeming autonomy as objects in the plan drawing.
But, the rooms are so entirely enmeshed in their relationships to one another and to the whole that their
independence is revealed to be a condition contingent on a particular reading of the plan. Because of these
complex interdependencies, these plans teeter on the edge of a beautiful, difficult coherence and disorder.
The abounding interior proceeds from the room-based plan, a graphic device wherein relational precision
prompts an overall formal profusion.
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* R.E. Somol, “12 Reasons to get Back into Shape” in Content, 86-87. Rem Koolhaas and AMOMA, Taschen, 2001.
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Figure 1.5

Figure 1.7

Figure 1.8

Figure 1.6

Figure 1.9

Figure 1.10

Figure 1.5

Louis Kahn
Mother House of the Dominican Sisters
Media, Pennsylvania,1968
Figure 1.6

James Stirling and Michael Wilford
Wissenschaftszentrum
Berlin, Germany, 1979
Figure 1.7

Antoine Le Pautre
Hotel de Beauvais
Paris, France, 1655
Figure 1.8

Otto Wagner
Landerbank
Vienna, Austria, 1884
Figure 1.9

Carl Konig
Mansion Flats
Vienna, Austria, 1880s
Figure 1.10

SANAA
Toledo Glass Pavilion
Toledo, Ohio, 2006
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Cell-based plans and wall-based plans

The dominant architectural elements that comprise the plan determine its spatial character. In an effort

so much the forms of things as the forms between things.”* Through the careful calibration of alignments

to explore well-defined, shaped volumes alongside open, implicit volumes, this formal research focuses

and misalignments, Mies seeks the loosely demarcated spaces between and beyond the linear walls. The

specifically on the characteristics of cell-based plans and wall-based plans. In the cellular plan, as

Brick Country House becomes emblematic in its emphasis on relationships between walls, as its wall lengths

characterized in Sir John Soane’s Bank of England, the room itself is explicit in its shape and containment.

overlap and endpoints misalign to direct space beyond a single, definite boundary.

The room that takes the form of a cell engenders discreteness; it brings about a discontinuity that produces
multiple, separate wholes within the totality of the plan and building.

Shaped walls that articulate discrete object-rooms and linear walls that bracket open space play an important
role in constructing the abounding interior. Analyzing the nature and spatial capacities of these relational

In the wall-based plan, as epitomized by Mies van der Rohe, the walls themselves register as object-like

forms leads to an understanding of how these elements perform in a plan and in the formation of volumes.

and the rooms are implicit – bracketed rather than literally bound. The virtue of the plan is its ability to

Moreover, the two paradigms applied in the same plan bring about something else entirely.

invite possibility. Space is formed through implication rather than literalization. Stan Allen’s identification of
this phenomena within a field of architectural elements leads him to indicate that “form matters, but not

Figure 1.11 Soane’s Bank of England

Figure 1.12: Mies’ Brick Country House

Sir John Soane
Bank of England
London, England, 1788
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Mies van der Rohe
Brick Country House
Neubabelsberg, Germany, 1924

* Stan Allen “From Object to Field,” Architectural Design, Vol 67 (May-June 1997) 24.
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There is a history of plans that combine the logics of the wall and the cell to shape nuanced, open-ended

space within it and orients the room away from its solid sides. As a result, its rooms alternate in their inward

volumes and lines. The interaction of the wall and the object-room recurs throughout Le Corbusier’s plans.

and outward directionalities as the line makes its angular turns. This alternation makes it so that adjacent

At the Governor’s Palace in Chandigarh, for instance, the wall becomes the room through its unfurling around

rooms do not have direct visual or organizational engagement. Instead, associations exist across the plan. The

the anchor of a smaller room. Walls are carefully detached to almost complete these larger rooms, where

connections between more distant zones poised opposite each other along the perimeter expand the spatial

alignment implies completeness while still pronouncing the independence of the walls. The smaller cores

possibilities of each room. The rooms can conglomerate to constitute larger rooms, or each can remain a

register as objects, yet the fact of their continuity with these circumscribing walls makes the extents of the

distinct entity within the plan.

object and the end of the wall ambiguous. This ambiguity challenges clear notions about the discreteness of a
room in the plan.

From a study of these plans, it is possible to draw some conclusions about the techniques ideally suited to
combining the wall and cell paradigms. Mutually involved rooms develop because each architectural element

John Hejduk has explored the compounding of straight and curved geometries to produce both explicit

(a wall, column, floor edge, etc.) participates in multiple geometric configurations. Multiple associations

and implicit rooms within the Diamond House series. Hejduk’s rooms take on two characters, that which is

become an important mechanisms to create a quality of boundlessness with definition. Partialness makes

bracketed in a Miesian fashion and that which is encircled literally. Yet, through their misalignment, his walls

the commingling of elements in the plan necessary to complete local wholes, which exist at a second scale

always exceed what is explicitly delineated. If the single line’s two termini aligned, they would describe the

of object and a segment within the totality. So, the complete part coexists with its incompleteness, and the

limits of the wall, but, because the endpoints of the furled lines do not line up, the exact extents of that object

boundaries of elements gain manifold meanings and organizational capacities through their contact between

remain indeterminate.

parts operating at the scales of the individual room and the cluster. Through open, partial shapes, insistent
continuity, and the misalignment of walls, these three plans offer techniques to achieve formal implications

Sou Fujimoto explores the sculpting capacities of the continuous line to produce a pair of complex, deep walls

and associations legible beyond any single incarnation.

in his proposal for the Aomori Museum in Aomori, Japan. Its primary wall inscribes a series of rectangular
rooms through the heavy articulation of three walls for each four-sided room. The continuous wall brackets
Figure 1.13

Le Corbusier
Plan for the Governor’s House
Chandigarh, India, 1952
Figure 1.14

John Hejduk
Diamond Museum, 1963-1967
Figure 1.15

Sou Fujimoto
Aomori Art Museum
Aomori, Japan, 2003
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Technique

Leveraging the open-ended wall and the celebrated object-room means that both implicit and literal forms
define the abounding interior.
Space is produced by a single line crossing itself. The resulting series of adjacent rooms alternate along a
single datum. Adjacent rooms relate by corner tangencies because oscillating along an edge necessitates only
a single point of contact between footprints. This technique creates direct, immediate relationships between
parts, but it also produces a formal and organizational offset between those parts that are literally adjacent.
This offset on either side of the datum liberates adjoining walls from inevitably becoming adjoining spaces. As
exemplified in Fujimoto’s Aomori Museum, stronger relationships can exist across the plan than in localized
clusters. These datums recur locally and globally throughout the plan and are important as anchors of activity

open-ended walls

object rooms

and form.
The value of engaging these seemingly contradictory strategies for plan drawing and space formation comes
from the fact that they are both enduring, relevant models that satisfy certain demands of contemporary,
collective space. The need for openness and the need for definition coexist. Combining elements of the cellbased and wall-based plan produces an interior world that is legible as both and neither.
Figure 1.16: Single line as
plan generator

Figure 1.17: Wall as object, room as
object

Combining Mies van der Rohe’s and
Soane’s paradigms

open-ended walls + object rooms
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“By inflecting towards something outside themselves, the parts contain their own linkage: inflected parts
are more integral with the whole than are uninflected parts. Inflection is a means of distinguishing diverse
parts while implying continuity. It involves the art of the fragment. The valid fragment is economical because
it implies richness and meaning beyond itself. Inflection can also be used to achieve suspense, an element
possible in large sequential complexes. The inflected element can be called a partial-functioning element in
contrast to the double functioning element. In terms of perception it is dependent on something outside itself
in whose direction it inflects. It is a directional form corresponding to directional space”
— Robert Venturi, “Obligation Toward the Difficult Whole,” Complexity and
Contradiction in Architecture (MoMA, 1977): 90-92.

Parts in the plan relate through tangency, alignment, and geometric affinities. Tangency is the most immediate
and binding formal relationship at play in the plan. Alignment, however, is much looser and more Miesian in
character. The walls of near and distant rooms align to reinforce certain datums, but the distance between
rooms makes these lines discontinuous. Datums translate to weak axes in the project so that no single
element becomes dominant in the plan. Geometric affinity is the loosest, yet richest, type of relationship in the
plan. Geometric affinities materialize through shared forms, for instance the identifiable, recurring curves or
angles that outline shapes in Figure 1.18.
Tangency, alignment, and geometric affinity all inform the ways that different rooms participate in the
inscription of literal and implicit objects. This represents an elaboration on Venturi’s inflection. The inscribed,
implicit forms bind the literalized, explicit forms together. The inflection cultivated in this plan is characterized
by formal enmeshment; each part is involved in the outlining of alternate forms at a number of scales. The
parts become inflected through their participation in multiple configurations. Overlapping formal involvements
translate from the graphic, two-dimensional space to a new kind of graphic, three-dimensional space.

Figure 1.18: Upper floor,
object footprints

11 Abounding Interiors
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Exceeding a single plane: two levels

The question of the plan’s translation to built architecture can be considered separately from the issue
of the plan composition itself. However, this project engages questions of three-dimensional perception
alongside questions of flat, graphic perception; so, the composition of the graphic plan is inseparable from
its eventual three-dimensionality.
In order for this plan to substantively grapple with the question of three-dimensional architecture and
to exceed a two-dimensional essence, the building is designed with two floors. This decision implicates
superimposition as a significant formal technique and also creates a volumetric composition that transcends
a single plane. As a result, the total composition exists across the two floors. Volumes that bridge between
both floors produce a more complex legibility of the relationships between rooms. Walls merge between
upper and lower levels, marking the extents of these zones, creating fully inscribed but partially enclosed,
double-height volumes. Both floors are understood formally in the context of each other in the plan drawing
and in the experience of the building through these double-height spaces. The objects align and misalign to
reinforce or interrupt the completion of a volume. Partialness enhances an open-ended character that relies
on a balance of implication and clear resolution. By forming these alternate figures across both floors, the
two-dimensional plan has depth and ramifications beyond a single plane.

Figure 1.19: Upper and lower
floors, object footprints
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Exceeding a single plane: walls and frames

Moving between the two-dimensional and
the three-dimensional involves each...

In three dimensions, the single line from the plan diagram translates to a wall, but it can also register as the
edge of the floor or ceiling planes, giving the line a variable presence in its volumetric manifestation. In the
plan drawing, the line delimits room extents with varying degrees of heaviness, whether in the form of a cut
vertical plane or a hovering horizontal one. The presence or absence of a wall divides the space along these
edges and determines the room’s level of enclosure. As demonstrated in Figure 1.20, the same geometry
outlined by the single line implicates a number of spatial possibilities with varying degrees of enclosure and
separateness.
Each wall has a vertical profile at its terminal points. This vertical edge becomes coincident with a ceiling
and floor edge that cohere into a flat, rectangular frame, an elevational profile for the room. Throughout the
plan, an alternation between the solid wall and the frame, between flatness and depth, becomes apparent.
These frames represent the two-dimensional threshold between distinct zones demarcated by the plan.
They are the ultimate surface cropping the deep space beyond. The frame behaves two-dimensionally in
the three-dimensional manifestation of the project. The space it crops behaves like the black surfaces in

...the footprint of an object in plan,

its relationship to other footprints that inscribe
alternate forms,

the surface expression of the two-dimensional
footprint as it becomes volume,

and the vantage point for perception.

the model photographs in Figure 1.21. The impact of the frame shifts with the vantage point, transforming
the volumetric manifestations of these black figures. The frame itself either shapes a contained figure or is
subsumed by an overarching one. Likewise, in the abounding interior, a user’s perception of the space and its
extents depends largely on the frame through which it is perceived.
The wall strongly directs the user’s view and passage. The productive entanglement of the walls bound
in a number of formal relationships perpetually leads the eye to another condition and space beyond. The
frame, on the other hand, is receptive. It indicates containment, crops activity, and pronounces volume.
Each condition invites associations beyond the single object – every element is contingent on others. This
awareness of the interior in composite is an important perceptual outcome of the open-ended quality inherent
in the abounding interior.

Figure 1.20: Vertical surfaces and plan zones

Figure 1.21: Model diagram

The establishment of zones in the plan depends
on the on/off condition of the walls. The ways
in which these objects come together in the
plan and experience, depends on the alternation
between solidity and openness.

Perception of form depends on
both two-dimensional and threedimensional legibilities.
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Institutional scenario of exploration

The abounding interior affirms the idea that an evasive architecture defined through multiple readings
allows for “a collective reinvention of the way space is organized.”* The importance of interpretation in
architectural form makes this plan ideally suited for a collective program within an institutional setting.
These principles are proposed and applied in a student center for the University of Pittsburgh campus.
A student center is a particular kind of public program in which the users are united under a common
institution, yet are often pursuing very individuated and independent tasks. So, the flickering reading of the
discrete parts and the complex whole celebrates this balance between collective and individual activities.
Perception is paramount to the way the building is activated in use because its parts pronounce their
separateness and co-dependence in parallel with the evolving programmatic organization.
A student center is a facility that attracts multiple user groups into a single setting. Consequently, its
interior demands varying degrees of enclosure. The building is approximately 75,000 square feet and
contains a range of spatial scales and types. Expansive, nebulous spaces for gathering are counterposed
with discrete, individual study rooms and offices. These small, object rooms are representative of the very
individuated nature of the university-based program and environment. They punctuate the open expanses
in the plan with clearly defined extents, placing the group setting alongside the private one. Akin to Le
Corbusier’s object-cores (Figure 1.13), these smaller rooms act as concentrations of formal resolution. Yet,
as in Le Corbusier’s diagram, their discreteness gives way to their tethered state. Even the most insulated
moments of the building are tied to local clusters and the overall whole. The pairing of scales reinforces
the responsibility that the student center has to respond to the needs of a community yet perform in an
intensely individuated way within the larger university.
To provide a setting for the group and the individual, the abounding interior relies on its shifting legibilities.
Additionally, there is a sustained, yet cycling, population in the building to perpetuate this demand for
varying spatial types. The rhythms of the day activate the student center in different ways, taking advantage
of the possibilities implicated by the plan. As demonstrated in Figures 3.3-3.10, the plan accommodates
diverse understandings of the building through the underscoring or softening of various boundaries. The
definition of any given room evolves as zones are activated through inhabitation and points of view.

Figure 2.1: Plan becomes
volume

Isometric view of the project in its
university campus site
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* Pier VIttorio Aureli, Redefining the Autonomy of Architecture: The Architectural Project and the Production of Subjectivity,” Harvard
Design Magazine: Architecture’s Core? 35 (2012): 110.
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Floor plans

25’

Figure 2.2: Level 0
19 Abounding Interiors

50’

Figure 2.3: Level 1
20

Figure 2.4: Associated objects

The graphic quality of the plan compounded
with the graphic quality of the frame affiliates
objects into precise and loose groupings.
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Because the wall confronts and directs the user, it can construct visual, spatial, and circulatory bifurcation and
convergence. As the walls peel apart, they divide space into rooms and unite these volumes along an edge
of oscillation. The solid presence of these edges in combination with the profile frame gives many rooms a
strongly directional quality (Figure 2.5). By positioning these rooms at key moments, they can more fluidly
exceed their literal extents and become incorporated into other rooms in the plan.
These multiple, localized orientations can exist at the scale of the room (Figure 2.5) or at larger scales.
Emphasizing the directionality of each unit provides a new type of connectivity, one in which rooms set up
reciprocity across the plan rather than in adjacent spaces. Venturi’s inflection through orientations, then,
compounds at these multiple scales to accommodate different readings of the plan (Figures 3.3-3.10).*

Figure 2.5: Three conditions

While a diversity of arrangements
exists in the plan, each is
configured out of three primary
conditions that recur throughout.

Figure 2.6: Volumetric
composite

A

The use of vertical and horizontal
solidity and openness translates
to three-dimensional form with
a strongly graphic quality. The
horizontal footprints and their
vertical frames compound to form
alternate, volumetric figures in the
whole.

B

C

A THROUGHWAY

A

B POCKET
C REORIENTATION
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* Robert Venturi, “Obligation Toward the Difficult Whole,” Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture (MoMA, 1977): 90-92.
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Vantage points and multiple legibilities

The plan is divided into four primary program quadrants: administrative, conference center, study spaces/
media labs and recreational/commercial spaces (Figure 3.2). The conference center has the largest and most
open collection of spaces. The administrative zone is less accessible from the rest of the interior, while the
study-oriented quadrant is the most expansive with smaller rooms percolating beyond its limits. The rooms
in each quadrant are dedicated to those programmatic categories yet relate visually and formally to rooms in
the other quadrants. Tangency, alignment, and geometric affinity establish these quadrants with just enough
clarity to allow a flicker between the legibility of the parts and the whole. The walls in plan reinforce and

2
4

undermine these quadrants, creating rooms that help define and bridge between zones. Even an object with
a footprint confined to one of these quadrants shares datums and geometric affinities with rooms residing

1
3

in the other quadrants. As a result, its overlapping registrations allow a single room to host a variety of uses.
Because the room is a method of containment operating at a specifically architectural scale it negotiates
between the user and the whole project, influencing how the user occupies the whole. Multiple formal
associations complicate the understanding of any given room, however, allowing interpretation to inform this
occupation.
Inflection within the abounding interior creates a quality of linkage characterized by enmeshment. Any single
Figure 3.1: Multiple readings

element in the building helps to outline a number of figures. Each wall, frame, floor, and ceiling acts as a

Figure 3.2: Program diagram

As the plan is rotated, different
footprints emerge more
prominently, implying alternate
organizations and perceptual
understandings of the whole,
its parts, and the relationships
between.

receptive anchor that proliferates numerous spatial legibilities.

The program is distributed in four
quadrants. Each quadrant involves
group activity as well as more
private activities. The object rooms
offer definition within and through
the way they establish zones
between themselves.

The series of rotated axonometric drawings in Figures 3.3-3.10 demonstrates how the angle of perception
of the plan transforms its appearance. These formal readings implicate alternate organizational models. Each
1
2
3
4

reading of the plan is simultaneously present with the others. Their overlapping manifestations enable a
multiplication of territories that accumulates in the formation of the whole.

0°

60 °

90 °

120 °

180 °

ADMINISTRATIVE
CONFERENCE CENTER
INDIVIDUALLY ORIENTED
SOCIALLY ORIENTED

240 °

270 °

330 °

Figure 3.3: 0°

3/128” = 1’0”
With the plan in its original
orientation, the four quadrants are
present with clarity. They are the
centers of gravity for formal and
social activity. Walls reach beyond
to bridge between the four zones,
but the zones’ predominance
remains.
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Figure 3.4: 60°

3/128” = 1’0”
The quadrants remain present
as the plan rotates but can be
understood as plastic, too. Their
extents distort, adjusting to the
limits of the walls that govern.
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Figure 3.5: 90°

3/128” = 1’0”
There is a way of looking at the
building where its central courtyard
and the adjacent spaces read
as a unified volume. The center
becomes the most connective,
single room in the building.
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Figure 3.6: 120°

3/128” = 1’0”
The lower level is defined by a
more dense network of rooms
whose pinwheeling, locally and
across the plan, creates linkage
and segmentation within the
patchwork of finite rooms.
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Figure 3.7: 180°

3/128” = 1’0”
A secondary, materially lighter floor
system connects the rooms on the
second level of the building. This
connective plane forms a figure
unto itself, codifying a graphic zone
through horizontal surface rather
than volume.
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Figure 3.8: 240°

3/128” = 1’0”
The campus center must reach
outward to invite activity inside
and appropriately acknowledge
its surroundings. A collection of
rooms are outwardly directed.
While they exist within the limits
of the building enclosure, they
become pockets of publicness
suspended therein.
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Figure 3.9: 270°

3/128” = 1’0”
The island-like rooms of the upper
floor are each identifiable shapes
unto themselves. Their tangential
alignments form a loosely
governed patchwork of more
private spaces on the upper level.
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Figure 3.10: 330°

3/128” = 1’0”
The whole is both figure and
ground in the project. The density
of the entangled parts makes them
the substrate of the entire building.
The whole subsumes its most
basic elements, and the parts
recede as this substrate.
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Referential form: strong datums, weak axes

A student center must engage its surroundings in order to become a hub of activity and a sympathetic
participant in the university culture. The abounding interior makes its specific links to the campus legible
through precise, internal and external reference and deference. The directionality, flatness, and depth of
the walls articulate the connections beyond the interior, so that form within the building aligns with and
frames precise moments in the surrounding campus. The walls and frames splice distinct activities into a
single image, making the building a manifold frame. Foreground and background are presented through
the elevational profiles of rooms with varying depths, and the flat frames actively bind and bias the life
contained.
The strategy of outlining that defines the plan translates in perception through the cropping of profiles. The
building frames interior life and exterior life in the same view, splicing those images together. As a result,
the building’s threshold is never exactly delimited by its environmental enclosure. These walls in profile
create local, formal links between the student center and the surrounding campus. Prominent formal
alignments correspond with the campus’ important landmarks, producing datums at a scale that exceeds
any single building in perception but that remains at the scale of aggregated rooms in the plan.
In contrast to the monuments of the university’s earlier years, today’s student center should be understood
at the scale of the room. Because of its size and open form, the room offers the ideal architectural condition
to become the site of “collective reinvention.”* The proposed university center is a low, horizontal building
made of components articulated at the scale of the room. Its neighbors are monumental in scale, presence,
and form. Their interior resolutions on the level of the room do not register on the exterior. To respond to
the issue of scale and significance on the site, the student center uses the sixteen foot grade change to
diminish the appearance of its mass. At zero-grade it is a two story structure. On the opposite frontage, the
landscape absorbs its mass, and the student center becomes a single story structure. Its urban presence
evolves based on a point of view within the larger campus, emphasizing again the multiple readings of the
same architecture.

25’

75’

175’

Figure 4.1: Site plan
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* Aureli, “Redefining the Autonomy of Architecture: The Architectural Project and the Production of Subjectivity,” 110.
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Figure 4.2: Strong datums, local axes

The building is designed to create
certain moments of alignment with the
campus context. In these instances, the
interior and its surroundings are framed
evenly; the cropping of the worlds within
are coincident with the world beyond.
More prominent edges of oscillation
within the plan sync up with campus
buildings, pointing the user to those
significant landmarks. This view of the
building shows it from the northwest
corner, where it appears as a single
story structure. Its governing datum of
oscillation aligns with the campus’ most
prominent building, the Cathedral
of Learning.
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Figure 4.3 Northeast frontage

The play of the walls against
the outermost edge creates an
exterior frontage of varying depths,
juxtaposing surface and volume.
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Figure 4.4 Southwest frontage

Pockets of depth and expanses
of flatness define the ground level
exterior.
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Focus, centrality, and experience

When form is evasive, it becomes difficult to construct a single image that captures its totality. The evasive
form of the abounding interior interrogates its own boundaries through the shifting perceptions of rooms.
Architecture that houses a collective should not be singularly quantifiable. This indeterminacy is one means to
“give architectural form back to its common use—that is, its need to frame and define spaces of beneficent
coexistence.”* Form that allows for the outcomes of perception and interpretation works towards this state of
inhabitation.
The continuous lines in the basic diagram of the project become linear anchors throughout the plan.
Oscillation on a datum creates a concentration of rooms along a wall. This accumulation of form allows for an
accumulation of potential legibilities. Peeling, oblique, and perpendicular profiles form compounding outlines
through which to perceive space. The datums push frames to one side or another while still binding them
along a centerline; this recurrence is one of the primary ways that the plan performs graphically in space. The
deep datum that binds the rooms recedes when viewed head on. Rooms become the ground of the image;
their profiles surface as the figures. The volumetric and graphic components of the wall come together to
present the activity contained within. Frames are set inside other frames and present views into multiple
worlds within a single canvas. Moments of alignment, like the one described above and in Figures 4.2, 4.8,
4.9, and 4.10, are the effective instruments of graphic form.
Walls and rooms converge and overlap with greater density at certain moments in the plan. Recurring, local
clusters perform distinctly based on how they combine solidity, openness, and directionality. Some become
culminations of activity, and others are devoid of activity. However, they all exploit the wall’s qualities of depth
and flatness to create moments of programmatic intensity and perceptual focus.
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* Aureli, “Redefining the Autonomy of Architecture: The Architectural Project and the Production of Subjectivity,” 111.

Figure 4.5: Center in focus

The walls in this moment
converge to a single frame.
The wall on the left exceeds the
small, individually scaled room,
but the volume that clamps
onto it creates a discrete entity
nonetheless. The unbounded
and the well-contained coexist in
these moments of convergence.
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Figure 4.6: Center of
convergence

The wall in the center of this
view splices the rooms together
through its framing, directionality,
and depth. The space it creates
belongs to all of the adjacent
spaces and becomes a moment
of organizational concentration.
It becomes instrumental to
reconfiguring the footprints of the
rooms involved because of
this overlap.
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Figure 4.7: Center of dispersion

The rooms in the center of this
image are poised apart by the
peeling geometry of the shared
walls that shape them. Their
elevational profiles form frames
that contain views into rooms with
varied depths and activities.
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Figure 4.8: Cropping with depth

The strong profile created by the walls, floor, and
ceiling crops the environment within and beyond
the foregrounded room, producing a composite
image unified within the single larger frame.

Figure 4.9: Splitting center

Dividing a view in half, the walls foreground
and background different scenarios. The
juxtaposition of nearness and depth constantly
shifts throughout the experience of the building.
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The graphic volume

A plan can resound with formal clarity yet still have the complexity to host multiple readings. The abounding
interior accomplishes this through a series of entangled walls and rooms that foster numerous perceptions
of the whole. Implicit, overlapping volumes and resultant, compound frames form an interior ripe with
boundaries. These boundaries are never definite because of their receptivity to perceptual overlays. Aureli’s
imperative for the reinvention of formal and social relationships meets Venturi’s inflected form in the
abounding interior’s dependence on perception. Forms refer to each other to complete larger volumes in the
plan and in experience. And, as each wall refers to multiple others, possibilities for “reformulation” of the
whole abound depending on the ways that perception shapes decisions regarding inhabitation.*
When built, the plan’s most basic parts become instrumental through their flat surfaces and profiles.
The three-dimensional becomes most impactful when it is distilled as two-dimensional again. The frame
bears, unites, and concentrates the life of the building, ultimately producing a series of room-based
legibilities. Graphic form is plastic in its ability to be a flat figure and a volumetric figure. Significantly,
it demonstrates that graphic architecture is not limited to a surface application or a drawing. Built form
can have a flat, two-dimensional quality even in its volumetric state. The abounding interior presents a
fundamentally graphic essence and develops this virtue into a distinct category of plan and architecture.

Figure 4.10: Outcomes of
tangency

A single wall is pulled in two
directions by the rooms it forms. It
reorients to establish each room’s
directionality. From this perspective,
the edges of the frames merge
into the solid wall, implying a
connection between the two
separate volumes.
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* Aureli, “Redefining the Autonomy of Architecture: The Architectural Project and the Production of Subjectivity,” 111.
* Venturi, “Obligation Toward the Difficult Whole,” 90-92.
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Appendix
Final Presentation Model

Figure A.1-3: Final Model Photographs

Model constructed at 1/16” = 1’0” scale
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Appendix 64

Final Presentation Documents

Figure A.4: Panel #1

Diagrams and Site plan
Panel originally printed at 36x72”
Figure A.5: Panel #2

Level 0 plan
Originally printed at 1/8”=1’0” on 36x72” panel
Figure A.6: Panel #3

Level 1 plan
Originally printed at 1/8”=1’0” on 36x72” panel
Figure A.7: Panel #4

Rotated axons
Originally printed at 1/16”=1’0” scale on 126 x 36” panel
Figure A.8: Panel #5

Cross section
Originally printed at 1/4”=1’0” scale on 126 x 36” panel
Figure A.9-11: Panels #6-8

Renderings demonstrating interior/exterior relationship
Each panel originally printed at 36x72”
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ALTERNATION: THE ON/OFF CONDITION OF THE WALLS

ABOUNDING INTERIORS
There exists a history cell-based plans and line-based plans. And, there are plans
that combine the logics of the line and the cell to shape nuanced, open-ended
volumes. The plan I have designed exists within this lineage, producing an abundant
interior composed of a series of entangled objects. This entanglement manifests both
in the composition of the plan and in use, through the way its parts frame adjacent
a n d d i s t a n t s p a c e s . T h e s e o b j e c t s d i r e c t t h e u s e r ’s e y e a n d p a s s a g e t h r o u g h o u t ,
counterposing the immediate with the remote, creating an interior in composite.
C o n n e c t i o n s a c r o s s t h e p l a n f o r m t h r o u g h a l i g n m e n t s , t a n g e n c y, a n d c o m m o n
geometries. These relational objects develop multiple affinities in the plan
that emerge as cohesive localities within the whole building. The nature of this
composite whole with its associative and implied forms suggests various formal and
organizational readings inscribed into the same plan. This flickering of the plan,
with its multiplicity of readings at different scales, exists as a result of the system
of volumetric alternation pervading the plan. Adjacent objects relate by corner
t a n g e n c i e s , p r o d u c i n g a r e c u r r i n g o n / o f f c o n d i t i o n . D e f i n i n g t h e s e o b j e c t s , a w a l l ’s
form constructs particular condition of bifurcation and convergence, compositionally
and in terms of passage and visual connection. The walls constantly confront and
d i r e c t t h e u s e r. T h e y s p l i t s p a c e s i n t o s m a l l a n d l a r g e z o n e s o f a c t i v i t y y e t a l s o
unite these objects, splicing framed activity together along an edge of oscillation
a n d p r o v i d i n g a n e w t y p e o f c o n n e c t i v i t y. T h e o b j e c t s ’ p e e l i n g a p a r t a n d s t i t c h i n g
t o g e t h e r b e g e t s m u l t i p l e , l o c a l i z e d o r i e n t a t i o n s ; a s a u n i v e r s i t y s t u d e n t c e n t e r, i t
is appropriately centripetal and centrifugal. Appositional objects set up reciprocity
across the plan, the bounds of each object exceeding it literal extents and creating a
shifting composite.

Figure A.4: Panel #1

Diagrams and site plan
Panel originally printed at 36x72”

RECONCILING OPEN-ENDEDNESS AND DEFINITION
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A Throughway
B Pocket
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C Reorientation

LEVEL 0
1/8” =1’0”

Figure A.5: Panel #2

Level 0 plan
Originally printed at 1/8”=1’0” on 36x72” panel

LEVEL 1
1/8” =1’0”

Figure A.6: Panel #3

Level 1 plan
Originally printed at 1/8”=1’0” on 36x72” panel
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Figure A.7: Panel #4

Rotated axons
Originally printed at 1/16”=1’0” scale on
126 x 36” panel

Figure A.8: Panel #5

Cross section
Originally printed at 1/4”=1’0” scale on 126x36” panel

Figure A.9: Panels #6

Rendering demonstrating interior datums and
exterior monuments
Panel originally printed at 36x72”

Figure A.10: Panels #7

Renderings demonstrating how rooms
become frames, cropping interior and exterior
environments
Panel originally printed at 36x72”

Figure A.11: Panels #8

Renderings demonstrating how rooms
become frames, cropping interior and exterior
environments
Panel originally printed at 36x72”

